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Abstract

Computational web portals are designed to simplify access to diverse sets of high performance computing resources, typically through an interface to computational Grid tools. An important shortcoming of these portals is their lack of interoperable and reusable services. This paper presents an overview of research efforts undertaken by our group to build interoperating portal services around a Web Services model. We present a comprehensive view of an interoperable portal architecture, beginning with core portal services that can be used to build Application Web Services, which in turn may be aggregated and managed through portlet containers.

1. Introduction

Computing portals provide seamless access to heterogeneous computing resources through a browser-based user interface. These portals are typically built around several basic services, including job submission and monitoring, data management, and user session management. These services may be built on top of Grid technologies such as Globus [1] or SRB [2], but this is not always the case: the Gateway portal, for example, performs job submission by direct submittal to queuing systems, while HotPage builds this service on top of Globus. The nature of web portals makes them appropriate for delivering both the aforementioned HPC-related services and more standard web-based tools (access to databases, collaboration tools, newsgroups, HTML documentation and help). In any case, the browser interface and the backend resources are separated by a middle tier that manages access to resources and communications, forming a three-tiered architecture.
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A major shortcoming of the three-tiered computing portal design is its lack of interoperability. The three-tiered architecture results in a classic stove-pipe problem: user interfaces are locked into particular middle tiers, which in turn are locked into specific back end systems. One possible solution is to define common interfaces to services and agree upon common protocols.

For portals, these common interfaces are best realized in XML, which provides a relatively simple, programming-language neutral approach. With Web Services we now have a standards-based set of tools to properly build these XML wrappings and protocols. The crucial first step is to evaluate these technologies both for standalone and interoperating portals and to document these findings.

This paper describes preliminary investigations into portal services undertaken at the Community Grids Lab at Indiana University (IU) and the San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC). Each group has long standing portal projects, Gateway [3, 4] and HotPage [5, 6, 7], respectively. Our projects are just two of many computing portal projects, several of which have been recently reviewed in Ref. [8]. We have undertaken the current effort as part of the Grid Computing Environment (GCE) Working Group [9] of the Global Grid Forum [10]. Services were deployed as part of the GCE testbed [11].

2. Web Services Overview

Web Services have received a great deal of attention from both the commercial and the Grid computing communities, the latter through the Globus group’s proposed Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [12]. Numerous overview articles describing the basic concepts of Web Services have been written (see for example [13, 14]), and we will only summarize the main concepts here.

Figure 1 Basic Web Services interactions for a computing portal.
Essentially, Web Services are an XML-based distributed service system. Similar to other distributed object systems such as CORBA [15, 16], Web Services define the following concepts, with some realizations:

1. An interface definition language: Web Services Definition Language, or WSDL [17].
2. A remote method invocation protocol: Simple Object Access Protocol, or SOAP [18, 19].
3. A naming and discovery system: Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) [20] or the Web Services Inspection Language (WSIL) [21].

The basic interaction of the services in computing web portals is illustrated in Figure 1. A user interacts with the User Interface server, which maintains client proxies to the UDDI and SOAP Service Providers (SSP). Each of these runs on a separate web server. The UDDI maintains links to the service providers’ WSDL files and server URLs. The client examines the UDDI for the desired service and then binds to the SSP. The SSP in turn acts as a proxy to some backend services, not shown, to perform a HPC task.

This approach introduces a separation between the server that manages the user interface and the server that manages a particular service. This separation is not present in the three-tiered portal model and is the key development for breaking the portal stove pipe. The User Interface server can potentially bind to any SSP. By using SOAP and WSDL universally, the portal services can be encapsulated and invoked independently of the implementation.

3. Basic Web Services for Computing Portals

The first step in our investigation is to identify a common set of services that are used by our existing portal projects. We chose to investigate the following: job submission, data management services with the Storage Resource Broker, user context management, and batch script generation. Services and clients were implemented in both Python and Java. As the first phase, we implemented job submission and file management as separate group projects and batch script generation as joint development effort, as the latter had simpler security requirements. Our next phase of development is to standardize all interfaces through the GCE and then develop secure interoperable services.

We consider the above services to be some of the basic portal Web Services. These currently define only one interface each, in WSDL, and directly implement the interface with calls to an appropriate Grid service. When building on top of the future OGSA, these portal services will have to define two interfaces: the public WSDL for using the service, and the private composition of the one or more underlying OGSA services.

As a general remark before proceeding, we note that simply using SOAP and WSDL does not automatically create interoperability. We must define properly course-grained functions that possess concise interface definitions and properly design the implementations so that they may be encapsulated in simple interfaces. The Gateway batch script generator, for example, was initially tightly integrated with the context manager and job submission services. Making this into an independent service introduced unnecessary overhead because we needed to create artificial contexts (sessions) for HotPage users. This has inspired the Gateway group to create a cleaner distinction between various internal services in anticipation of large scale Web Service adoption.

Interoperability also requires consistent error messaging. SOAP calls to services may result in both SOAP errors and implementation errors (such as, the file didn’t get transferred because the disk was full). Thus the standard set of portal services that we are building must define and relay a common set of error messages for this second class of errors.

3.1. Job Submission

A job submission Web Service is a necessary component required to integrate the computational grid with Web Services. Both SDSC and IU teams built job submission Web Services but because of differing security models did not integrate their services. The SDSC team implemented this over Globus to run jobs on remote computational resources in a secure and authenticated manner, developing a Globusrun Web Service in Python. The Globusrun Web Service uses the Python implementation of GSI SOAP [21] and pyGlobus [22] to perform the submission of secure and authenticated jobs on the Grid. The Web Service exposes two different methods for job execution, one that accepts the parameters of a job as a set of plain strings and returns the results as a string, and one that accepts an XML definition of a job, and returns the results as an XML string. The DTD for the latter mechanism was designed to allow multiple jobs to be included in a single XML string and passed to the Web Service as one request. The Web Service executes the jobs sequentially, and returns the results as an XML document to the client application. The IU team implemented the SOAP job submission service as a wrapper around a client for the “legacy” CORBA [15, 16]-based WebFlow system [3]. This involved implementing a set of utility methods for initializing the client ORB, which we used to bridge between SOAP and IIOP [16]. Otherwise, the SOAP server methods wrapped the existing WebFlow methods.
To test the interoperability of different Web Services, SDSC developed a secure, authenticated Python Web Service to submit batch jobs on remote computational resources using the Grid. This simple Web Service has a method that takes string arguments that define the host and batch scheduler commands to be run, and returns a string that contains the output of the job submission. Then these string arguments are parsed, and the batch job submission Web Service uses the Globusrun job submission service previously described to submit the job. The interaction between the batch job submission Web Service and the Globusrun Web Service demonstrates a Web Service using another Web Service to perform a task.

3.2. Data Management
SDSC experimented with a SOAP interface to the Storage Resource Broker (SRB) by developing a set of Web Services in Python that expose SRB functionality. This trial was meant to explore how well Web Services could be used for data management, so a small subset of SRB’s functionality was implemented as Web Services. The methods exposed in the SRB Web Services are ls, cat, get, put, and xml_call. The ls method returns an array containing the directory listing from a specified SRB collection and directory. The cat method returns a string containing the contents from a file in the SRB collection specified. The get and put methods transfer a file between an SRB collection and the client by simply streaming the file as a string. This transfer mechanism does not scale well, and was only used as a proof of concept. The xml_call method allows the client to create a single request string consisting of multiple SRB commands expressed in XML and sent to the Web Service using a single connection. The service executes the separate commands found within the requests sequentially, and returns the results as XML in string format to the client. These SRB Web Services are GSI authenticated, and use the GSI authenticated SRB command line utilities. Future work will include creating native interfaces using SOAP to the SRB server in Java.

3.3. Context Management
Gateway implements a service for capturing and organizing the user’s session (or context) for archival purposes. The user can recover and edit old sessions later. We organize context in a container structure that can be mapped to a directory structure such as the Unix file system. Implementing this as a Web Service raised a couple of interesting issues. We create separate contexts for each user, and subdivide the user contexts into problem contexts, which are further divided into session contexts. Gateway modules (service implementations) also exist in contexts. This is at odds with the model, illustrated in Figure 1, in which the user interface and service implementations are logically separated into different servers with no prior relationship before the UI server sends a SOAP request. Thus we were forced to create placeholder contexts in our SOAP wrappers.

Properly implementing the stateful portal service will take further consideration. For simple services, the state simply resides on the UI server, which maintains a set of proxy clients to the SOAP services. The simple SOAP services don’t need state management, but their aggregation into more complicated entities (such as a useful application) will have instances that possess state that should be preserved by a service similar to the context manager. The aggregation of distributed portlets into portals (described below) will also introduce the need for a distributed session state.

Also notable is that this service contained over 60 methods. The Gateway team may be fond of the Context Manager, but HotPage and other teams will have no use for such a complicated service. To implement this properly, the service will have to be broken up into more reasonable parts. Simply using Web Services thus does not insure interoperability. The service must be designed to have a reasonable scope and manageable interface. This requires the efforts of collaborative groups such as the GCE to determine the best practices for portals service definitions.

3.4. Batch Script Generation
The crucial test of Web Services for portals is their interoperability. SDSC and IU each converted legacy batch script generation tools into SOAP services. This effort is described in a separate publication [24]. In summary, we agreed to a common service interface, implemented it separately with support for different queuing systems, entered information into a UDDI repository and developed clients that could list services supported by each group and search for services that support particular queuing systems. Scripts could then be created through either service. Both groups implemented services in Java and tested interoperating Java and Python clients successfully. Our primary conclusions from this exercise are that SOAP and WSDL were adequate for the service’s simple interface, but we need to do further tests for services using WSDL complex types, especially testing language interoperability.

We found shortcomings in UDDI for describing services that support different queuing systems. The mappings of portal groups and services into UDDI businessEntities and Services were reasonable, but UDDI lacked flexible descriptions that could be used to distinguish between something as simple as one script generator service that supports
PBS and GRD and another that supports LSF and NQS schedulers. UDDI entries are described with string comments and Identifier and Category data types based on industry standard descriptions of commercial entities. These were obviously inappropriate for our purposes. We developed workarounds with the string description, but this works only by convention. The heart of UDDI’s shortcomings is that it attempts to support both human and machine clients; that is, client applications can search the UDDI but this is to collect information for human readers.

UDDI is a specialized Web Service and does not provide a general enough discovery mechanism. A more appropriate discovery system should be built around a recursive, self-describing XML container hierarchy into which metadata about services may be flexibly mapped. Possible implementations of such systems include LDAP or an XML database.

4. Secure Web Services

The core Web Services pieces described in Section 2 make no provisions for authentication, message integrity, access control, and other security concerns. As mentioned above, a GSI-SOAP implementation is available and was used by the SDSC group. However, we see the need for a general purpose way of securing SOAP that supports multiple underlying mechanisms. Access to Grid-related services is only a subset of possible portal Web Services. For these reasons, we have developed a prototype system to support Web Service single sign-on through an authentication service. We are particularly interested in supporting Kerberos [25] as a security mechanism and have used it in our prototype, but we have attempted to keep our design general and will add support for other mechanism such as PKI and Globus GSI [30].

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2 An assertion based authentication service using Kerberos.
Our authentication system is based on SAML, the Secure Assertion Markup Language [26]. Assertions are mechanism-independent, digitally signed claims about authentication. A SAML-consuming service can accept the signed assertion or use it to find locations of Kerberos proxy tickets or grid proxy certificates. SAML can also be used to convey access control decisions made by other mechanisms, such as Akenti [33, 34]. SAML assertions are added to SOAP messages.

We have implemented the SAML assertion specification in Java and are developing client and server applications for handling SOAP plus SAML messages. To support Kerberos, we are also developing signing methods based on the GSS API [31] wrap and unwrap methods. Such an authentication service is useful because Kerberos servers authenticate using a keytab file. This keytab must be kept secure and usually is readable only by privileged users. Thus we believe that limiting the use of keytabs to a single, well secured server is desirable.

Our prototype authentication system is illustrated in Figure 2 and works as follows: a user logs in through a web browser and gets a Kerberos ticket on the User Interface (UI) server. This server creates a client session object that contacts the Authentication Service, which launches a Kerberos server in a session object. The client and server then establish a GSS context, which is maintained on each server in user sessions. Each of these objects possesses one half of the symmetric key set for a particular user. Subsequent user interaction generates a SOAP request that includes a SAML assertion that is signed by the client object on the UI server. The SOAP request and assertion are sent to the desired SOAP Service Provider (SPP). The SPP does not check the signature of the request directly but instead forwards to the Authentication Service, which verifies the signature. The Authentication Service responds positively or negatively to the SPP, which may then fulfill the client’s request. This procedure is the atomic step. Minimally, each server in the system would authenticate itself, and mutual authentication schemes can also be developed.

This is one specialized use for SAML. The authentication service is appropriate for authenticating to SOAP services such as a UDDI server or as a first layer for denying access to protected SOAP services. Further work needs to be done, for instance, on access control.

5. Application Web Services

The common thread among many computational web portals (including portals built with SDSC’s GridPort and IU’s Gateway components) is that they are science application-centric rather than service-centric. That is, the portal’s primary focus is to provide support for a particular set of science or engineering codes. Basic functions such as job submission, data management, and so on are implemented in the context of the application. To cast this in terms of the current Web Services technology, the Web Services described in Section 3 are really core services that should be bound to a particular application. We thus believe the important next step is to define a general purpose set of schemas that describes how to use a particular application and bind it to the services it needs. These schemas are the foundation for what we call Application Web Services.

We are developing Application Web Services to provide the following features:

1. We want to be able to describe applications in a general way that is independent of the particular portal. The application description for the chemistry code Gaussian, for example, can be standard across portals.
2. In addition to defining the application interface, application descriptors also specify the core services that are required to run the application and provide context in which those services are used.
3. Having a general application description mechanism allows user interfaces to be developed independently of the service deployment. Just as clients and service implementations for the Batch Script Generation service described in Section 3.4 were developed independently by IU and SDSC after agreement to a common WSDL interface and data model, interfaces to applications can also be developed independently.
4. Client interfaces may be generated automatically from downloaded schemas using “schema wizard” techniques described below.
5. The proliferation of user interfaces to various applications (and core services) can be managed by aggregating them into component-based portlets.

In this section we describe work in progress on implementing the above features.

5.1. Application Lifecycles and Descriptors

Web Services for science applications have at least four phases of existence: (a) an abstract state, which describes options of how the application may be invoked; (b) a prepared (but not queued or submitted) instance of the application; (c) a running instance; and (d) an archived instance of a completed application run. One may propose additional states that
refine the above distinctions: the “running” state may be subdivided into queued, running, sleeping, terminating, and so on. In the context of the current discussion, however, the crucial distinction is between states (a) and (b)-(d) above. The abstract state defines the list of possible choices that can be made by the user, while states (b)-(d) and other states result from the particular choices.

Based on these classifications, we have defined the two sets of schema descriptors: the first set describes the abstract state of (a) and the second set describes the application instances in states (b)-(d). Operationally, an instance of the abstract application schema is edited by the application developer to describe how to invoke his or her application. This description is then viewed by application users, whose specific choices are instances of application instance schema.

The abstract application description is implemented as a set of three schemas: application, host, and queue. These are implemented in a container hierarchy, which applications containing one or more hosts, and hosts containing queuing system descriptions. We chose this modular approach because multiple host resource and queuing system schema descriptions exist, and we want the flexibility of adding these to our base application description.

We continue to refine our application description schema as we implement new features (such as core service bindings) and apply our descriptors to more applications. The current version of the schema is available from [35] and has the following essential elements:

1. A “basic information” element that contains information such as application name, version, and option flags.
2. An “internal communication” element that contains child elements for describing input, output, and error fields for the code. These child fields contain subfields that can be used to describe the field and bindings to particular core services needed to read or write the file.
3. An “execution environment” element that contains a list of core services needed to execute the application, along with host bindings for the particular service and host description bindings.
4. An optional, generic parameter to hold arbitrary information about the application that is not covered by the elements above.

The host binding schema contains information about the resource (such as DNS name and IP address) and all of the information needed to invoke the parent application on that resource (such as location of the executable, location of the workspace or scratch directory, and so on). In order to maximize flexibility, we also provide a general purpose “parameter” element that allows for arbitrary name-value pairs to be included. This can be used for example to specify environment variable settings needed on a particular host by a particular application. This schema also has a queue binding that contains information needed to perform queue submissions. Again, Ref. [35] gives the URL pointing to our working schemas.

The XML-based application descriptions outlined in the previous section provide a way for adding applications to a portal. Using them, the application developer can produce a portal independent view of the application. Deploying an application is done by filling out HTML forms to create an application instance. The particular application description also provides guidelines on the necessary form elements needed to create the user interface.

The particular invocations of an application by the user are stored in a separate set of schema, also viewable at [35]. These schemas are similar in form but different in intent than the application descriptions above. Instances of these schemas are used instead to contain the metadata about particular application runs: the input files used, the location of the output, the resources used for the computation, etc. Instances of these schemas form the backbone of a session archiving system, which allows users to view and edit old sessions.

5.2. Separation of Service Implementation and User Interface

The important lesson learned from the interoperable Batch Script Generation service described in Section 3.4 is that by working from a common service interface (in WSDL) and a common data model, we can independently build the client and server implementations for a core service. This idea applies equally well to user interfaces for applications. In order to do this, we need the same two pieces: the data model for the application and the WSDL interface for interacting with the data model. Here the application data model has already been defined: it is just the application descriptor detailed above. When used locally, the data model also effectively defines its own API: we convert the schema to Castor [36], which creates JavaBeans to get and set the various fields of the schema.

Converting all of the Castor methods to WSDL can be done but the resulting interface is extremely complicated and uses many complex types as arguments and in method returns, so this is not really a practical interface. Instead we are building an adapter class that encapsulates several Castor-generated get and set calls into a smaller interface definition for common tasks. These common tasks are determined from prototype user interface pages that we build that use Castor-generated classes directly.
5.3. Automatic User Interface Generation

By abstracting the application description into instances of a set of linked schema, we may automate the generation of the user interface: a web client proxy portlet can download the XML description of an application and automatically map the schema elements into visual widgets (HTML Form elements, for example). This approach can be generalized to create a general purpose schema wizard.

![Diagram of schema wizard architecture]

**Figure 3** The schema wizard architecture maps XML schema into user interfaces and Java data objects.

The schema wizard architecture is summarized in Figure 3. A Java class (SchemaParser, here running in a JSP page on a particular server) is initialized with a URL for the desired schema and a package name for the class. SchemaParser (after validating the schema) creates an in-memory representation of the schema using Castor’s Schema Object Model (SOM). The SOM provides a more convenient API for working with general schema elements than the XML DOM. SchemaParser also invokes Castor’s source generator to create Java classes that are data bindings for the schema. This generates one JavaBean class per schema element. Each element comes with the associated get and set methods needed to modify element values and attributes, add or delete children, etc.

SchemaParser next compiles the generated Java data classes, deploys them as a JSP web application, and loads the new web application into the server. The necessary new directories, STOMCAT_HOME/webapps/<project_name> for the generated JSP pages and STOMCAT_HOME/webapps/<project_name>/WEB-INF/classes/ for the compiled classes, are created automatically.
The above steps govern the model portion of the MVC pattern, and we can also automate the view. We do this by defining JSP templates (in Velocity) for several different schema constituent types: single simple types, enumerated simple types, unbounded simple types, and complex types. The SOM is used to transverse the schema to detect if the element corresponds to one of the templated types above. As types are detected the Velocity engine is started and used to create a JSP page with the appropriate property values obtained from the SOM. The template also sets the necessary Java package imports needed to use the Castor classes. The template also provides the action logic that connects the Castor classes’ get and set methods to the HTML form elements. Each template generates a JSP nugget that is used to build up the final page using the `<%@ include ... %>` directives. The resulting JSP page has form elements that can be filled out to create an instance of the schema. The resulting Java object can be marshaled back to a XML instance of the given schema and saved on the file system with some name. Old instances can be read in and unmarshaled to fill out the form elements.

5.4. Portlets

The previous sections dealt with separation of user interface from service implementation for applications. This user interface may even be automatically generated, as in the schema wizard scenario. It is possible now to provide one or more interfaces for each application. Thus a computational web portal may be built up out of user interfaces to the application interfaces as well as interfaces to core services such as file transfer or job monitoring that may interest a user.

Technology already exists for aggregating these user interfaces. One popular, freely available, open source application is Jetspeed [32], and commercial products implementing similar ideas are also available. Generally, portlet systems possess the following features:

1. Portlet types exist to retrieve both local and remote web content. Each component web page is contained in a table and the final composite web page is a collection of nested HTML tables, each containing material loaded from the specified content server.
2. In the case of remote web content, the portlet is a proxy that loads the remote URL’s contents and converts it into an in-memory Java objects.
3. Portal administrators decide which content sources to provide. In Jetspeed, this is done by editing an XML configuration file (local-portlets.xreg) to extend the appropriate portlet.
4. Users can customize their portal displays by decorating them with only those portlets that interest them.

Thus for example a particular portlet could contain application interfaces for structural mechanics, chemistry, physics, and fluid dynamics applications, but each individual user’s interface consists only of the interfaces that interest him.

It is possible to build specific portlets that are local to the portal server that can load schema and generate interfaces in a manner described in the previous section on the schema wizard. However, we do not favor this approach. We instead want to keep user interface development distinct from the portlet container, using the latter only for control and display.

This approach allows us to build a few general purpose portlets that can load remote content and preserve legacy user interfaces.

To this end, we have written a general purpose portlet that extends Jetspeed’s simple WebPagePortlet. This portlet (called WebFormPortlet) is basically a proxy to a remote web site. Like WebPagePortlet, our portlet loads a remote web site and keeps an in-memory copy for reformatting. We have also implemented some additional features:

1. The portlet can post HTML Form parameters.
2. The portlet maintains session state with remote Tomcat servers.
3. The portlet remaps URLs in the remote page, so that the content of pages loaded from followed links and clicked buttons is loaded inside the portlet window.

These features are enough to support remote application interfaces. For example, the legacy Gateway user interface implementation consists of several linked web form pages that maintain session state between the pages. With the above WebFormPortlet features, these pages can be loaded and navigating inside a Jetspeed container running on a separate server.

6. Summary and Future Directions

We have presented a comprehensive view of computing portal architectures based around Web Services, with a description of the initial investigations into the core services, interoperability issues, and security that will form the basis for an interoperable and interchangeable Web Service architecture for computational portals. Going beyond these services,
we discussed the need for application-specific services and data models that can be used to encapsulate entire applications independently of the portal implementation.

We believe that the technologies discussed in this paper, while independently interesting, need to be integrated into a common architecture. Figure 4 schematically illustrates a possible architecture that illustrates these ideas. We believe that the integrated architecture begins to resemble a distributed operating system: user interactions are through a finite list of basic commands that operate in a “shell” or execution environment. These commands encapsulate “system” level calls to actually interact with computing resources. The point is that there are two levels of interfaces: one to the system level Grid infrastructure and one to the core portal service. The user does not interact with the system level services but instead through a tool chest of core services, which in turn interact with the system level interfaces.

Three types of portal Web Services are depicted in the figure: applications, portal shell commands, and content (information) services that interact with XML data objects. Each has a WSDL (or perhaps OGSA) definition and is implemented out of system level Grid services. The portal shell services are basic services such as those we have described in Section 3. These services may be bound to specific resources through a factory creation process, such as discussed in Ref. [37]. These services may be useful to the user by themselves, or they may be composed into specialized applications. One may envision a scripting environment for example that provides the syntax for linking the various core services (redirecting output through pipes, for example) and the logic for executing services. The application descriptors discussed in this paper represent one way of aggregating core services for the specific purpose of describing scientific applications.
Finally, all of the portal services (core, application, information, and others) define interfaces that separate the service implementation from the client implementation. The client implementation is created from the published interface and may either be static or dynamically generated (as described in Section 5.3). These client interfaces themselves can be aggregated into a portal interface. The discovery, binding, and communication between such portlet components may be handled through standards such as the WSRP [29].
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